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Abstract
Ministry in Small Membership Churches:
A Bachelor's Degree Course for the Students of the
Evangelical Methodist Seminary ofCosta Rica
Oscar Aguilar-Marin
Most of the Evangelical Methodist churches in Costa Rica are small membership
churches. Pastors ministering in these congregations have little training in the dynamics
behind small membership churches. Particularly, this is true in the context of the
Evangelical Methodist Church of Costa Rica (EMCCR) and its seminary, The
Evangelical Methodist Seminary (EMS).
Therefore, the researcher designed a covirse on ministry in small membership
churches with a twofold purpose. The first purpose was to provide the students with a
body of knowledge on small membership churches; and the second purpose was to
encourage them to implement actions based on that knowledge. Twelve EMS students
took the course. These students are current pastors ofEvangelical Methodist churches in
different areas ofCosta Rica.
The study establishes that four months subsequent to the course revitalization in
these churches was ocurring through the ministry of the student-pastors. In other words,
and as defined in the study, revitalization relates directly to the impact the course makes
on the students and the implementation ofnew action in their ministries.
Following three phases, the researcher completed the study. In phase one, the
researcher conceptualized and developed the course. In phase two, the researcher taught
the course to the students at EMS in Costa Rica. Phase three was the assessment of
course results. For the assessment, the researcher used three instruments: survey
questionnaire on the ministry in small churches, a student's cognitive achievement
pretest and posttest, and a follow-up interview.
These three instruments provided the researcher the necessary data. Frequency
distribution analysis on this data allowed examination of the study's major findings.
As the researcher observes in the conclusions, this study is a starting point in the
long way toward affirming the importance of the small membership church.
Revitalization is possible, and EMS student-pastors who took the course know this first
hand.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of tlie Study
In January 1989, the General Assembly of the Evangelical Methodist Church of
Costa Rica (EMCCR) voted affirmatively on the foundation of the Evangelical Methodist
Seminary (EMS). Delegates imanimously celebrated a historical moment in the life of
the EMCCR. On the one hand, it was recognition that seminary education for church
leaders was no longer a task to postpone. On the other hand, it was the first tangible step
in responding to a need in the church. Six months later, the EMS started its ministry wdth
twenty-five students, mostly pastors already in ministry, and a faculty of four full-time
professors.
Thus, the EMS assumed specific tasks responding to the needs of the EMCCR in
the training and educational levels. The understanding of this relationship gives the EMS
a sense ofmission and purpose.
Now, the formulation of the problem and contents of this dissertation find a
connection with the dynamics of that relationship. The immediate context of this study is
the EMS; the larger one is the EMCCR.
Institutional Contexts
Both the EMCCR and EMS serve as immediate reference contexts for this study.
Considering the recent history and facts of the EMCCR helps to appreciate the
importance of the foundation of the EMS and the relevance of this study. A brief de
scription of the EMS ministry in the last few years since its foundation is also usefixl.
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The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
In April 1917, the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church
approved the establishing ofmissionary work in Costa Rica. Later that same year the
Rev. George Miller came to San Jose, and with the collaboration ofRev. Eduardo Zapata
from the Methodist Church ofMexico, founded the first Methodist Church in Costa Rica.
Evangelistic work under difficult conditions and service through programs of
social welfare characterized the ministry of the church in the following decades (1917-
1970). Slow numerical growth, however, occurred during those years. In 1921, at the
first conference, the church reported forty-nine members, two organized churches, and
138 people in average attendance in Sunday school. Table 1 also includes the figures
reported at the 1 925 Conference, after four years of arduous work mainly in the central
region of the country (1921, 1925 Conference Minutes).
A decrease in numbers occurred after four years ofministry. Nevertheless, this
fact did not hinder the first church workers and missionaries from continuing the work.
Table 2 shows what happened to these categories (membership, Sunday school
average attendance, number of organized churches) in the following decades. Using
Wagner and Waymire methodology, the decadal growth rate (DGR) for the period 1941-
1968 is 60 percent, that is, 586 members (16-17).
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Table 1
Membership, Number ofChurches and Sunday School Average
Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
1921 1925
Membership' 49 44
Sunday School Average 138 75
Attendance
Organized Churches 2 2
Table 2
Membership, Number of Churches and Sunday School Average
Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
1941 1951 1961 1968
Membership 463 405 865 586
SSAA* 570 573 1608 1396
Organized Churches 5 6 10 16
*Sunday School Average Attendance
Then in the decade of 1970 the EMCCR underwent a different experience. First,
the church had to deal with the political and theological struggle affecting the rest of the
Church in Latin America. This struggle found expression mainly as increasing
*
As defined in the Manual of the Discipline in effect at that time (See: McTyeire,
Holland N. A Manual of the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church. South-
Including the Decisions of the College of Bishops and Rules ofOrder Applicable to
Ecclesiastical Courts and Conferences. Nashville: Publishing House, Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, 1917).
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polarization. On the one hand, it was a theology that emphasized the secular and rejected
the traditional emphasis on personal evangelism. It also rejected Christian piety and
worship as practiced by the EMCCR. This one was an attempt to bring the church to a
practice based on different postulates from some expressions of Liberation Theology. On
the other hand, the established evangelical theology showed a low degree of interest in
any articulation of social or political involvement as a reflection of the EMCCRministry.
This polarization was very divisive mainly at a leadership level.
Second, the EMCCR went through this struggle suffering some lamentable conse
quences. Two major ones are loss ofmembership, and members with very poor biblical
knowledge. Stagnation in qualitative and quantitative growth set in.
As a result, a new hunger for biblical education arose. Yet the EMCCR
recognized a lack of clarity in their attitudes about the role education played in the total
mission of the church; This condition was a painful contrast for a church historically
concerned for education but unable to provide it for its parishioners.
The decade of 1980 was a period for the EMCCR to look at an internal ordering
process. Most of the draining-off struggles were over. They appointed new pastors to
leadership positions. This period was a time for evaluation and projection. For this
purpose lay people and ministers from various local churches participated in a
consultation. During this session they mentioned different priorities and finally agreed on
one: spiritual and biblical formation. Since most of the pastors serving by that time lacked
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formal theological education (seminary education), they became the center of the efforts
for focus.
As the leadership of the EMCCR tried to find effective ways to implement their
interest in education and training, local churches experienced certain growth. Table 3 is a
summary of the EMCCR 1994 Statistics Report. It shows a total membership of 2,265
and fifty-seven churches. Now they included a new category called "Total Community,"
defined as the total sum of the following categories: full members, preparatory members,
and constituency (including children, and teenagers). So the total community reported is
5,452(1994 Carpeta).
Table 3
Membership, Total Community, Number ofChurches
Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
1994
Membership 2265
Total Community 5452
Number of Churches 57
Also, the percentage of churches with small membership is very high. As Table 4
shows, 96.5 percent of the churches have fewer than 200, 73.7 percent have fewer than
100 members, and 33.3 percent have fewer than 40.
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Table 4
Number of Churches and Percentages by Total Community
Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
1994
Total Fewer than Fewer than Fewer than
Community 40 100 200
Number of 19 42 55
Churches
Percentage 33.3% 73.7% 96.5%
These figures correspond to the current situation of the EMCCR. Actually, fifty-
five out of fifty-seven Methodist churches in Costa Rica have fewer than 200 members.
This situation is also representative of the total ofProtestant churches in Costa Rica.
Ninety-five percent of the Protestant Churches in Costa Rica have fewer than 200
members (Directorio).
The Evangelical Methodist Seminary
Since the first twenty-two students were mostly pastors, seminary officials
designed a schedule with the Conference Council ofProgram. This plarming was
necessary to avoid eventual conflicts of agenda and activities at the moment of starting
^The author made this calculation based on the information found in the cited
source.
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the first school year. Thus the first week of each month (ten months a year) they taught
an intensive course.
The dynamic seminary work produced two positive results. The first one is the
creation of a vital connection with the local churches' life and ministry through the
student-pastor. The second result is the possibility of keeping the different courses of the
seminary curriculum focused on the real issues the pastors were facing in their churches.
In the light of these two results, the seminary purpose was to offer formal biblical and
theological education (Bachelor's Degree in Theology) to the pastors already in ministry.
The EMS embraced a strong sense of accountability to the EMCCR in taking the
responsibility of giving the pastors this education. This focus on purpose also gave the
EMS a clear sense ofmission. Soon members ofmany churches were perceiving
positively the ministry of the EMS. They found signs of renewal in the ministry of their
pastors.
At the present, the EMS has successfully provided seminary training (Bachelor's
Degree in Theology) for 80 percent of pastors with no previous theological education.
The EMS is also working on the consolidation of formal education for the remaining 20
percent now serving.
Another way to express the EMS' twofold purpose is as follows: first, to keep a
vital connection with the life and ministry of the local churches through the student-
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pastor. Second, to keep the different courses of the seminary curriculum focused on the
issues pastors confront in their everyday work ofministry.
Statement of the Problem
Most of the Methodist churches in Costa Rica are small membership churches. In
spite of EMS efforts to respond to the reality of local churches, it offers at this moment
no courses on the ministry in small membership churches. Therefore the addition of one
would help the EMS to accomplish its purpose more effectively. The fact that no other
body in the connectional structure of the EMCCR is considering the dynamics ofministry
in the small membership church in particular emphasizes this need.
In response to this situation, this project will seek to design a course on ministry
in small membership churches to be taught at the EMS as part of its regular curriculum.
The course will also be part of the continuing educational experience for the pastors of
the EMCCR, presented as either a seminary course or weekend workshops.
Various reasons converge to make pertinent the subject of this dissertation. First,
the EMCCR through the EMS is a good platform to provide pastors and local church
leaders with knowledge about small membership churches. This knowledge includes
tools for improving their ministry. Second, as indicated above, no other organization
(ecclesiastical or para-ecclesiastical) in Costa Rica, including the EMCCR, has published
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any kind of research study on ministry in small membership churches.'' Third,
revitalization of the ministry of small membership Methodist churches in Costa Rica is a
need expressed by many pastors and church people.
The Purpose
This study will contribute in a limited way to the understanding of the small
membership church with the purpose of promoting revitalization of the ministry. One
main emphasis is the presentation or rediscovering of the potential of the small
membership church. The other emphasis is on revitalization.
Churches may achieve revitalization using different approaches and methods. In
this study, revitalization will be subjected to the impact the course will make on the
student/pastors, and their ability to incorporate the necessary changes for revitalization to
take place in their ministry setting.
Again, it is a first attempt to present the dynamics and nature ofministry in small
membership churches as a particular and differentiated ministry. This teaching is
^This observation is mostly based on information from the Instituto Intemacional
de Evangelismo a Fondo [International Institute for In-Depth Evangelism]. This Costa
Rican non-denominational organization serves the Protestant community by supporting
and conducting projects and research on different aspects of the ministry in Costa Rica.
The researcher placed a call to this organization inquiring about the topic discussed here.
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targeted primarily to the students-pastors of the EMS, and eventually will be offered to
most of the pastoral leadership of the EMCCR.
The Hypothesis
A course on the ministry in small membership churches will be the starting point
in discovering ways to revitalize Methodist churches in Costa Rica. Therefore, this
project proposes that a course on "Ministry in Small Membership Churches" will help the
students-pastors of the EMS and EMCCR in two major areas. First, it will help them
gain new appreciation for the ministry in the small membership church. Second, it will
help them make the correspondent changes of attitude and gain practical knowledge on
the subject for a more effective ministry.
Research Questions
This study will seek to respond to certain issues and questions. First, what
should be the content for the course? Both the survey questionnaire (described in the
next section) and the review of literature will help to respond to this question.
Second, how will the course influence the attitudes and practices of the students?
The current students of the EMS will be taking the course. This group consists of pastors
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in ministry/ with a few exceptions. The exceptions are students with no previous
pastoral experience who are candidates to the itinerant pastoral ministry in the EMCCR.
The next section describes how this study proposes to measure the impact of the course
on the target group.
Methodology
The design of a course on "ministry in small membership churches" requires three
phases: conceptualization, the course itself, and assessment.
The conceptualization phase deals with developing the course. The definition of
the course's contents dominates this section. A survey on the ministry in small Costa
Rican Methodist churches (see Appendix A and B) helps define the content of the course.
The researcher administered the survey to all the current students of the EMS. This
section also includes a report on other elements of course design (i.e., determining
objectives, methodology, evaluation).
In addition, the course has a reading material file consisting of literature
translated into Spanish. This literature includes articles dealing with issues and
�^The EMCCR uses the title "pastor" to distinguish appointed persons to the
pastoral office in a local church. These persons may be ordained elders (with seminary
education), or lay leaders (appointed as pastors and with no seminary education
necessarily).
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challenges small membership churches experience, particularly those ranking high in the
survey. Some well-known authors in small church literature in English wrote these
articles.
The second phase is the actual teaching of the course. For this purpose the
researcher traveled to Costa Rica to teach the course at the EMS. The course was a
three-credits class included in the Bachelor Degree program offered by the EMS. This
section reports the experiences and dynamics involved in the teaching-learning process.
The third phase is assessment. The focus question in this phase relates to the
impact the course will make on student-pastors. To respond to this question, the one-
group pretest-posttest design guides the study in this phase. The first day of class the re
searcher pretested the students regarding their feelings, knowledge, and expectations
about the course. Then, the course served as the variable in the design. On the last day of
the course, the students were posttested covering similar areas as those included in the
pretest. Four months later, the students were tested specifically on the influence the
course had in their ministry. The experiences and information gathered in both phases
two and three also helped to measure and evaluate the outcomes of the course itself.
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Variables
This study uses both independent and dependent variables. The proposed course,
"ministry in small membership churches," is the independent variable, while levels of
cognitive assimilation and revitalization function as dependent variables.
Definition of terms
Ministry. The use of the term ministry includes both its general and particular
sense. The general sense includes the whole work ofthe local church in obedience to
God's design as seen in the ministry of Jesus. Nevertheless, this study also uses the term
in reference to the particular work of the pastor. Therefore, in speaking of "revitalization
of the ministry of small membership churches," the term must be understood in the
context of revitalization happening primarily through the particular ministry of the local
pastor.
Small membership church. This is a term used to identify Methodist churches in
Costa Rica with small memberships. Membership defines people who have declared a
commitment to a local church and attend regularly the different services. In defining
"small membership," data from Table 3 and 4, on page five, is useful. The average size
ofMethodist churches in Costa Rica is 95.65. Also, almost 97 percent of the churches
have fewer than 200 members. Forty-five churches out of fifty-seven have fewer than
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150 people (79 percent) (Carpeta). Thus, in the context of the EMCCR, "small
membership" applies to churches with fewer than 150 people.
The use ofnumerical or statistical data serves only the purpose of determining a
group ofMethodist churches (in this case, small membership churches) this study
addresses.
In an attempt to avoid any misleading prejudice or stereotype the term "small
church" might suggest, this study prefers to use the term "small membership church."
Revitalization. The revitalization of a church touches more than one aspect. It
involves injecting new life into every aspect and expression of the ministry of a local
church. A revitalized church is in a state of constantly being full of life.
However, due to the particular design of this study, revitalization can happen in
churches through the participation of the pastor. This study seeks to influence the stu
dents/pastor through the course in order to initiate a dynamic of revitalization in the
congregation they serve.
Therefore, operationally speaking, revitalization will happen when the
student-pastors implement, strengthen, or adjust actions (in their present ministry) based
on knowledge of the particular potentialities of the small membership church. Posttests
verify their achievements in this area.
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Theological Reflection
Small membership congregations are true expressions of the church, and as such
must be considered. Quantity, as a criterion for defining the church, plays no
determinative role in the definition of the church (ekklesia). Therefore, small
membership churches are genuine churches by nature, not by any other criteria, and the
ministry they carry out is also genuine.
The Bible also contains images ofGod's work for and through small groups of
people. The Old Testament reference to the faithful remnant is a good example. These
images ratify the competence of the small membership church for the work ofministry.
Using the classic criteria church tradition has used to recognize a group ofpeople
as a genuine expression of the church, small membership churches also qualify.
Dissertation Overview
This study includes four more chapters. The review of literature appears in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 outlines the design of the course and its rationale. Chapter 4
presents the analysis report on the findings of the study including surveys and tests data
regarding the impact of the course and the instructional experience. Finally, Chapter 5
offers the conclusion and recommendations of the study.
CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
Small membership churches have always existed. Tracing this existence to the
early church in New Testament times is possible. Contemporary theologians such as
Thomas C. Oden and George E. Ladd acknowledge the existence of small membership
churches since the birth of the Church itself (Oden, Vol. 2, 282-283; Ladd 386, 388, 390-
391,576-582).
Nevertheless, in the last few decades ministry in larger churches captured the
attention of leaders, denominations, independent churches, and other church-related
organizations (such as seminaries). This situation also created certain disdain toward the
"small." As one author put it, "[t]he major problem with the small membership church
today is that is has been perceived as a problem" (Cushman 206).
However, for a group of church leaders, pastors, and Christian scholars in the
United States, the small membership church is a primary concern. The existing literature
on small membership churches is a result of such concern.
Theological Foundation
The organization of this section considers the notion of church from a theological
perspective. The existence of small membership churches in the New Testament
(specially in the book ofActs) receives a particular focus, particularly after reviewing
some basic elements of ecclesiology. Such a revision of ecclesiology helps in the
affirming and understanding of the concept of church used in this study. Such emphasis
underlines the relevance of the topic in this dissertation.
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The Church in the New Testament
The church is a creation of God. As such, God sustains, nurtures, and supports
her (Matt. 16:18; Acts 20:28; Eph. 5:22-30). The New Testament Greek word for church
is ekklesia. Specifically in Acts and the Pauline epistles, ekklesia relates mainly to local
congregations (i.e., Acts 11:26; Rom. 16:5; 1 Cor. 16:19; Phm. 1:2), to the church in a
particular place (i.e., Acts 9:31; Rom. 16:1, Gal. 1:22), and to the church universal (i.e.,
Eph. 1:22; 3:10; Col. 1:18, 24) (Ladd 582).
In its etymological sense, the ekklesia is an assembly or meeting ofpeople. Also
a Jewish element cormects ekklesia to the notion of the people ofGod, as understood in
the Old Testament. The Apostle Paul uses this image of ekklesia and applies it to the
emerging church of his time. In Paul's words, the church is the new people ofGod, those
who are in Jesus Christ (Gal. 6:15, 16; Eph. 2:13-15) (Martinez 490-491).
Ladd points out that Paul's use of the word ekklesia is very suggestive. In Ladd's
view, Paul perceives a local congregation as a church: "[t]he local church is not part of
the church but is the church in its local expression" (582). Ladd concludes that "the
church is not conceived of numerically but organically." He adds, "each community,
however small, represents the total community, the Church" (582). Similarly, Thomas C.
Oden points out that "[t]he church that gathers in one place represents the whole church
in that place" (Vol. 2, 283).
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The implications of Ladd's conclusion are pertinent to this study. First,
understanding the church organically provides freedom from the numerical coimotation
so often used in defining the church. Therefore, strictly speaking, in this sense no "small
or large churches" exist, if small or large in reference to the number of believers
(members) in a particular church is the primary or only criterion to define it. Rather,
local congregations, expressing the fiill meaning of the concept, exist.
Second, God's resources in Jesus Christ as applied by the Holy Spirit are fiiUy
available to every local congregation (Ladd 582). No such a thing as a prorated provision
ofGod's resources exists. In God's design every local church has access to His entire
provision.
These two implications help to keep in perspective the true character and nature of
the local church. Regardless of the size, geography (location), ethnic, or social compo
sition, the local church is the church ofGod in which the work of the Holy Spirit is
active.
Following Paul's ecclesiology again, the definition of the church as the body of
Christ is also noteworthy. The apostle Paul uses the term in 1 Corinthians 12:27 (NIV):
"Now you are the body ofChrist, and each one of you is a part of it." The image of the
church as an organism is key here. Both a dependency and interdependency relationship
exists. The church depends on Christ (Col. 2:19; Eph. 4:15). Paul describes Christ as the
head (Eph. 1 :22,23). Oden comments, "[t]he whole body receives life from its relation to
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its Head, by whom it is governed and from it receives the cohesion necessary for growth"
(Vol. 2, 289). Also, an interdependency relationship exists between the members of the
body. This relationship affirms, on the one hand, the unity of the body. On the other
hand, it shows diversity in the differences among the members. The passage establishes
these differences in the fimctions or roles the members ftilfill in the body. Yet no
differentiation based on importance exists (Ladd 591).
Form
In terms of form, the New Testament witnesses the existence of small
membership churches. The author of the book of Acts uses the word ekklesia in both
singular and plural forms. Most of the times the singular form refers to all the churches
(i.e.. Acts 15:41; 16:5), the church universal. The plural form designates a local
congregation (i.e., Acts 11:26; Rom. 16:5).
Scholars such as Ladd and Oden have established that in the New Testament
small membership congregations were the common expression of the local church (see
Oden, Vol. 2, 282-283; Ladd 386, 388, 390-391, 576-582). Finding references both in
the book ofActs and in Paul's epistles to churches meeting in houses is possible (Acts
2:2; 12:12; 16:40; Rom. 16:5; 1 Cor. 16:19; Col. 4:15; Phm. 1:2). This suggests that a
few people met at a particular house. In other words, churches with small number of
believers existed in New Testament times.
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Images
The Old Testament also offers rich images and concepts regarding small numbers.
The "remnant of Israel" as described by the prophets (Isa. 10:20-23; Jer. 23:3; Ezek. 6:8;
among others) focuses on the existence of a faithful small group that God will save, and
through which He continues fulfilling the restoration (salvation) of the nations. Other
examples are Noah (Gen. 6:9-7:24), Joshua, Caleb and the people who finally made it to
the promised land (Num. 13, 14), and Gideon (Judg. 6,7).
Marks
Determining the level or degree of genuineness might turn into a subjective issue.
Consequently, reviewing those aspects or marks ofwhat constitutes a church is
appropriate now.
Church tradition has dealt with the issue of defining the criteria by which the
church can be recognized. The Protestant tradition summarizes these criteria in the terms
Word, Sacrament, and Discipline (Oden, Vol. 2, 299). Where people can hear the
proclamation of the Word ofGod, participate adequately in the sacraments, and practice a
disciplined life, they can expect to find a genuine expression of the church.
Other terminology regarding the marks of the church include worship, education,
fellowship, discipleship, spiritual growth, pastoral care, and works ofmercy. Identified
either as areas or as specific actions, the church today also ought to bear these marks.
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The small membership church cannot only be an exception, but historically it has shown
to be an instance where these marks take place authentically.
God works through small groups.
The Bible is consistent in showing God working through small numbers of
people. This is clear in both the Old Testament and the New Testament. To cite just a
few examples, in the book of Genesis God uses Noah and his family to start all over
again. In Exodus, the people of Israel are divided into smaller tribes. In Deuteronomy,
God discloses the reason He uses a small number ofpeople:
The Lord did not set His love on you nor choose you because you
were more in number than any ofthe peoples, for you were the fewest of
allpeoples, but because the Lord lovedyou and kept the oath which He
swore to your forefathers, the Lord brought you out by a mighty hand, and
redeemedyoufrom the house ofslavery, from the hand ofPharaoh king of
Egypt (MAS).
Ray indicates that "it wasn't because of their size that God loved Israel. But their
smallness contributed to the qualities of dependence and devotion that made them
candidates for being God's chosen cadre" (The Big Small Church Book 1 1).
Judges 6 and 7, Gideon and the Midianites, tell another story that shows God's
work through small groups. Here a hesitant Gideon with a small army prevailed over an
army far larger in numbers. Again, Ray comments:
Part ofGod's bias for the small is a result of the temptation for the
big to believe they are masters of their own destiny and to become a god
unto themselves. The small, with no alternative, must rely on God's grace
rather than on their own clout. (The Big Small Church Book 12)
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As mentioned earlier in this section, the other important group the Bible refers to
is the faithful remnant. Particularly in the Old Testament, the prophets spoke of a small
number of people who, in contrast to larger numbers, remained faithful to God. God
spoke words of encouragement and confidence to this remnant through the ministry of
various prophets.
Passages like Isaiah 10:20-22, Jeremiah 3 1 :7-8, Amos 5:15, and Micah 4:7,
among others, reveal what God wants small membership churches to affirm today; all
God's grace is available to the faithful remnant, and therefore God will work through
them for the benefit of the larger numbers. Texts referring to the faithful remnant also
remind us "that no community of faith is too little to be loved by God or big enough to
succeed or earn God's love by its own effort" (Ray, The Big Small Church Book 13).
Complementary theological topics
The following two theological topics complement the foundation small
membership churches need to strengthen.
� The kingdom ofGod. The small membership church needs to understand that it
not only exists in the form of a local congregation, but also exists as a part of the
kingdom of God.
� The church as community. New Testament churches expressed and practiced
being community. The book ofActs describes the rich dymanics produced by small
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churches in interaction with each other. The small membership church presents a
favorable atmosphere in which love, care, and koinonia are elements surrounding
people's relationships. "The small church is the suitable size to explore how to be
community in this frenzied world, to practice being community, and then to model it for
the larger church and the wider culture" (Ray, The Big Small Church Book. 19).
General Literature on Small Membership Churches
A symposium sponsored by Hartford Seminary in 1976, confirms the ideas
expressed in the preceding paragraphs. Leaders from different church backgrounds and
denominations gathered to express their concern for the small membership church. The
book "Small Churches Are Beautiful," edited by Jackson W. Carroll, results from the
symposium.
By including an excellent variety of topics from history to sociology, from
theology to ministry and from organization to challenges, this book lays down a
foundation to understand the small membership church. Without putting aside the issues,
challenges, and expectations small membership churches face, the title of the book
anticipates the symposium participants' conclusion; contrary to what might be a trend in
the secular world (particularly in the corporate world) and in some circles of the church,
the small can be beautifiil. Affirming this statement is important and necessary,
particularly in the church.
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Then another group of Christian scholars dedicated their efforts to address basic
ideas related to small membership churches. The review of the fruit of their work, as
related also to this study, is next.
Carl S. Dudley's book Making the Small Church Effective, published in 1978,
became a classic on the subject of small churches. This author distinguishes the nature of
the small membership church from that of larger congregations. His purpose is "to
highlight the unique gifts ofministry that are the natural strength of belonging to a small
church" (15).
Anyone seeking a first understanding of the dynamics of the small membership
church would benefit from this book. Dudley takes a sociological approach in identifying
the small membership church as a primary group. This definition becomes both key
throughout the book, and helpful in understanding the dynamics involved in life and
ministry in this type of church.
The strength of the book is Dudley's effort to present his material by sticking to
real experiences of small churches as different from larger churches. In doing so Dudley
highlights the core values and ethos commonly found in the relationships, feelings, and
practices of people in small membership churches.
In small membership literature a basic premise is one ofperspective. As
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, the perspective for understanding small
membership churches differs from the one to understand large membership churches.
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The prolific author, Lyle E. Schaller, has also written valuable material for the study of
small membership churches. In the book The Small Church Is Different. Schaller' s thesis
is that "[t]he small-membership congregation is a different type of religious institution
than the larger churches" (27). Around this thesis Schaller discusses issues about
management, organization, and psychology of small membership churches.
What are the major discoveries learned from all the research done on small
membership churches? Schaller, in his book The Small Membership Church: Scenarios
for Tomorrow, summarizes these discoveries in ten points (133-136). First, no one
prototype church after which all churches must be modeled has ever existed. Schaller
points out that "no one congregation can meet the religious needs of all the residents of a
community or neighborhood" (133).
The second and third discoveries are interconnected. In the United States
churches compete for membership with at least two other churches. The extension of the
automobile industry makes geographic arguments less relevant when people choose a
church. "Quality, relevance, kinship ties" are stronger arguments in the decision (134).
Fourth, although membership stability characterizes most Protestant churches in
the United States, many small membership churches show that turning aroimd is possible.
Meeting the religious needs of strangers and skilled pastoral leadership are basic
elements involved in the change.
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Fifth, some church-related people apply negative words to describe the small
membership church.
Sixth, a church "averaging fewer than a hundred people at worship is the
normative institutional expression of the North American Protestantism" (135).
Seventh, denominational leaders and many pastors consider churches averaging
fewer than a hundred people at worship to be a problem, contrary to people's perception
in those small membership churches.
Eighth, small membership churches are different from larger congregations. They
are not miniature versions of large membership churches.
Ninth, more possibilities exist than small membership church leaders usually
recognize.
Tenth, full-time ministers are not necessarily needed for small membership
churches to be effective.
Both Dudley and Schaller' s books contribute to a fimdamental knowledge about
small membership churches. Such knowledge enables their readers to grasp answers
regarding issues and challenges facing these churches.
Two other authors approach the ministry in small membership churches from a
more practical perspective. Ronald Crandall, in his book Turnaround Strategies for Small
Church, aims to show how turnaround is happening today in many small membership
churches in United States. His findings, based on sound research and reporting from
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pastors and churches,^ revolve around revitalization. In the book bringing new life to
small congregations, and leading them in a turnaround process is not only desirable but
possible.
Crandall points out that pastoral leadership is the key for revitalization (23). The
pastors are fundamental players in the process. Thus the reporting takes their voices and
revitalization is articulated and seen through their eyes. His approach is important
because this dissertation, following this idea, focuses on how the proposed course could
influence the ministry the student-pastors presently do in small membership Methodist
churches in Costa Rica.
Also Appendix A, Preparing Turnaround Pastors, enlightens this study. This
section is Crandall' s report on the way some pastors see seminairies as to their preparation
for the ministry. The participating pastors, who succeded in turning around their
churches, reported the most helpful courses they took in seminary and listed
recommendations for seminaries. This information will be useful as a reference for
similar data the researcher gathered from the student-pastors of the EMS.
David Ray also presents two books. Small Churches Are the Right Size, published
in 1982, and The Big Small Church Book, published in 1992. In Small Churches Are the
^In Appendix B (167-169) Dr. Crandall includes a list of pastors and churches that
participated in the research.
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Right Size. Ray uses a practical approach. He also underlines the premise that small
membership churches are different from larger congregations. Ray offers an excellent
historical background to understanding the issue of size of this type of church. Then the
author goes on to show how the classical marks by which the church can be identified are
also fully expressed in the small membership church.
Covering the same topics but with ten years of difference, Ray enriches his
previous work and adds a few more subjects to his book. The Big Small Church Book. In
one of the more beneficial chapters (Chapter 2), Ray discusses a theology for the small
church. His approach is clear: "[t]he primary problem ofmost small churches is
theological; it is not the lack ofpeople and resources" (7).
So far this literature review covers fundamental material useful in understanding
the nature, character and dynamic of small membership churches in the United States.
Although some books contain references to specifics, the literature review emphasizes
general issues according to the scope of the study.
Also, with this literature it is possible to affirm the existence of a particular field
of study regarding small membership churches. The principles, insights, and character
pertaining to this field differ from those books about other types of churches. Therefore,
this literature review sustains the validity of this study.
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Yet this review includes no references to literature published in Spanish on small
membership churches as a particular field of study.^ The basic reason for this is the
absence of such material. Therefore, the literature published in English serve as a frame
of reference. This is possible in the awareness of the cultural differences between United
States and Costa Rica.
A Course on Ministry in Small Membership Churches
In January 1995, the researcher took the course "Revitalizing Small Churches"
(ME 860) taught by Ronald Crandall. This course, part of the Doctor ofMinistry
program at Asbury Theological Seminary, became instrumental for the researcher to
conceive and develop the ideas for this dissertation. Crandall 's course helped also as a
reference in the designing process for the course proposed in this study.
Thus, this dissertation seeks to design a course on ministry in small membership
churches within the EMCCR. The actual teaching experience of the course at EMS forms
an integral part of the study.
The indication here has to be understood in the Costa Rican context, especially
within the EMCCR.
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Rationale
Why does this study seek to design a course on ministry in small membership
churches in the EMCCR? The answer is twofold, both already stated above. First, no
studies exist on small membership church ministry, a tremendous vacuum and a need in
the missional expression of the EMCCR.
Second, the general perception prevails of the small membership church as a
problem. Ronald H. Cram expresses it as follows:
The small membership church is dead.
Not long ago, such a statement would have been taken for granted
by most denominational agencies and theological institutions. The small
membership church represented narrow provincialism, lack of prestige,
and social failure. In the United States, popular conceptions of success
and progress tended to dismiss anything that was small. Big was somehow
better than small, and that included the small membership church. The
small membership church was a problem to be solved. The solution
normally consisted ofphysical plant expansion, numerical "church
growth," and economic success. Often viewed as a sign ofprofessional
failure, the small membership church might be considered by a pastor as
the place to wait until something better came along, but it was rarely
conceived of as a place of first choice for long-term pastoral service. (42)
Interesting parallels exist between some elements in Cram's description and the
situation within the EMCCR regarding small membership churches. First, the same
unfavorable atmosphere around small membership churches exists in the EMCCR.
Second, solutions offered by the denomination supported membership growth, economic
recovery, and building expansion. Sometimes such solutions took the form of discipline
regulation. For example, the 1987 EMCCR General Conference passed a new law raising
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(from twenty-five to forty) the minimum number ofpeople needed for the constitution of
a church. The message was clear: grow to at least forty or your church might close. No
alternatives were offered. Third, in the EMCCR, small membership churches are the
number-one choice to serve as "sparring churches" (resembling a boxer's training) for
new pastors. In other occasions, appointment to a small membership church somehow
represented punishment, and that church the place ofpunishment. Coinciding with Cram,
this type of appointment was more a stepping down in the ministerial career, a tacit
indication of ineffective ministry and an experience ofhumiliation for the pastor
involved.
An additional observation relates to the EMS. The current curriculum offered by
the EMS covers the basic areas of the bachelor's degree program. These areas are Bible
(introductory courses on Old and New Testament), Church Administration (general
principles). Church History, Theology (introductory course), and Preaching. Though an
analysis and evaluation of the EMS' curriculum are out of the scope of this study, areas
such as evangelism clearly need strengthening. No element in this curriculum suggests
the inclusion of the ministry in small membership churches as a part of the teaching-
learning experience, much less as subject matter.
The Learning Theorv
Although getting into deep consideration of learning theory is beyond the purpose
and scope of this study, the course design process follows Bloom's model of learning
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(1976). This model emphasizes achievement. Bloom defined achievement as the result of
interaction between cognitive entry characteristics, affective characteristics (such as
attitudes and personality), and quality of instruction.
Bloom's model includes two main assumptions. First, the student personal
background (that is, home, family, and/or any other related environment) is a cause-effect
relationship with the amount of learning the student achieves. Second, instruction can
modify both entry characteristics (cognitive and affective) (14).
Gale H. Roid, in his book A Technologv for Test-Item Writing, includes a figure
that summarizes Bloom's learning theory (16).
Figure 1
Bloom's Learning Theory
Student characteristics
as affected by the learning
history and home environment
Cognitive entry
characteristics
Affective entry
characteristics
Learning
units
Quality of
instruction
Level and types of
achievement
Rate of learning
Affective outcomes
(i.e., positive attitudes)
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The Design Process
Designing a course involves various activities or processes. Introductory
preparation, selection and organization are elements of careful educational plarming
(UNED21).
EMS follows the design of instruction included in the handbook. Planning of the
Teaching-Learning Process, published by the Universidad Estatal a Distancia (UNED), in
San Jose, Costa Rica. Consequently, using this handbook seems pertinent as a guideline
in the course design proposed in the present study.
In the UNED Handbook, the design of the teaching-learning process includes the
following elements: (1) diagnosing the situation, (2) determining objectives, (3)
determining learning structures, (4) selecting and organizing contents, (5) selecting
teaching techniques, (6) selecting and organizing activities, (7) selecting and organizing
auxiliary resources, (8) selecting and organizing evaluation instruments, and (9)
distributing time.
Along with the UNED Handbook, four additional resources are useful for the task
in this section: Handbook of Procedures for the Design of Instruction by LesHe Briggs
and Walter W. Wager, and The Systematic Design of Instruction by Walter Dick and Lou
Carey. These books have in conmion a "systems model" approach, which make them
^Subsequent references to this handbook are presented as "UNED Handbook."
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mutually consistent. The UNED Handbook includes Briggs and Wager's book in the
bibliography. Gagne and Briggs, Principles of Instructional Design, a more in-depth
exposition the design process, serves as reference. The fourth book is Preparing
Instructional Objectives by Robert F. Mager. It is worth mentioning that the UNED
Handbook includes Mager's, Briggs and Wager's, and Gagne and Briggs' books in the
bibliography.
Instrumentation
The methodology proposed in this study includes the actual teaching of the course
at EMS in Costa Rica. The course assessment used the one-group pretest-posttest design.
In this design, the researcher evaluated one group before and after the influence of a
variable (Leedy 300). Here the single group consisted of the students of the EMS. The
variable was the course on small membership churches this group took. With this design
the researcher sought to measure the students' cognitive and affective strengths or needs
regarding the small membership church.
In preparation for the selection and organization of the course's contents, the
researcher used a survey questionnaire. EMS students, both pastors and lay leaders of
the EMCCR, completed the survey. Fink and Kosecoff s book. How to Conduct
Surveys: A Step-by-Step Guide, assisted in designing a survey.
See Appendix A.
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The pretest and posttests took the form of a semi-structured interview. In this
regard, Richarson, Dohrenwed and Klein' book. Interviewing: Its Form and Functions.
offered a valuable overview and analysis of the different forms of interviews, in particular
that of the "free-response" (or semi-structured) interview.^ According to these authors, in
this form of interview,
the respondent's task is to build a picture around one ormore points of
orientation provided by the interviewer . . . [T]he free-response interview
does not explicitly define boimdaries for the respondent. He is expected,
however, to maintain contact with the central focus or foci of the interview
(260).
The purpose of using this interview is to help the students to assess and express
"the meaning of their experiences and feelings" (264), as related to the course influence
in their ministries. This was the interview 's central focus. This approach was
appropriate for the study, particularly in the post course assessment.
Also, June Audrey True in her book Finding Out -Conducting and Evaluating
Social Research, includes a valuable summarized example of a semi-structured interview
(206-208). The researcher developed the interviews for this study, using True's example
as a reference.
^ Literature on this area refers to this form of interview using different
designations: "informal," "clinical," "nondirective" (Richarson 258).
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Summary of Small Membership Church Characteristics
Based on the literature review found earlier in this chapter, the following is a
succinct description of the main characteristics found in small membership churches.
� The small membership church is a different kind of church. Churches are
small, medium and large, and they all differ from each other. This difference relates
directly to the type ofministry a pastor performs in that church. In other words, pastors
and church leaders need to recognize that a small membership church, because of its
nature, is different from other type of churches. What is the implication? Schaller says
that "all plans for the ministry, program, and administration of these congregations
should be designed in response to the distinctive characteristics of the smaller church"
rThe Small Church is Different 411
� The small membership church endures. Everywhere these congregations show
a high ability for endurance. Some people refer to them as being tough. They survive
where other type of churches fail. The proliferation of churches and internal divisions are
just two examples of issues small membership churches have faced and succeeded in
overcoming.
� The small membership church resembles more a family than a group of
families. This is particularly true in the Costa Rican context where family ties are strong.
Some authors refer to this characteristic using sociological categories. In this view, the
small membership church is a primary group or a single cell group (Dudley 32, 35).
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Dudley refers to the primary group as fulfilling basic needs people in close relationship
have to meet.
In a primary group, members are united by common interests,
beliefs, tasks, and territory. They are not self-conscious about their
relationships and are bound togethermore by sentimental ties than by
contractual agreements. They have a solidarity, a feeling ofbelonging,
nourished by experiences of intimacy and personal need (32).
� The small membership church is relational. Close to the preceding
characteristic, in the small membership church relationships are more important than
structure, competence, and performance. These relationships interweave across
generations and express themselves throughout the congregation in what they are, do, and
dream together.
� The small membership church relies on lay leadership. The leaders constantly
supporting and doing the ministry in small membeship churches are lay leaders. This
leadership is mostly volunteer. A basic understanding of this characteristic should lead
pastors to pay special attention to the nourishment and training of these leaders. On the
other hand, practical issues in church life (like the decision-making process) are better
addressed. Schaller says: "[i]n somewhat ovesimplified terms, the smaller churches have
a higher tolerance for unevenness in performance and thus are more willing to rely on
unpaid volunteers rather than turn to expensive specialists" (29-30).
CHAPTER 3
Design of tiie Study
The statistical report presented at the 1994 EMCCR General Conference showed the
existence of fifty-seven churches and seventy-two preaching points. Most of these
churches are small membership congregations, struggling to remain viable as churches.
So far, hov/ever, no particular study or understanding of the ministry in small
membership churches exists in the EMCCR.
Purpose
This study sought to design a course on the ministry in small membership churches.
The researcher taught the course at the EMS in Alajuela, Costa Rica, as part of the
bachelor's degree program. The following five observations put the problem in a clearer
perspective.
First, the EMCCR founded EMS in 1989 to meet the need of providing seminary
education to pastors. Due to contextual situations over the last two decades, many
EMCCR pastors lacked formal seminary education.
Second, a review of the EMS curriculum shows that it includes no course on the
ministry in small membership churches. The EMS makes no other particular distinction
or reference to this type of churches in its work strategy.
Third, 74 percent of all EMCCR churches have fewer than one hundred people
attending Sunday morning worship service. This means that most of the EMS students
who currently pastor serve in small membership churches. Moreover, it is very likely that
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EMS students who are candidates for the itinerant ministry with the EMCCR will serve
in small membership churches.
Fourth, most of these small membership churches struggle with an existing
propensity that perceives them as a problem. This tendency takes different forms. One
influential form comes from the church model well-known Protestant community leaders
and churches in Costa Rica present as viable. Usually having the large membership
church as the goal, they base this church model on growth principles that they apply no
matter the type of church.
Regarding this view Lyle Schaller writes, "today, many church leaders appear to
assume that the very large chiu-ch is the normative institutional expression of the
Christian congregation" (10). Schaller is saying that the large church is the "new canon"
some leaders use to measure the institutional validity of a Christian congregation. The
implication is that a small membership church grows to become a large membership
church or it will not be a genuine institutional expression of a church. Thus, the large
membership church becomes the most important criterion to measure success in
ministry.
Fifth, these small membership churches also need a new approach in ministry; an
approach that brings them new understanding ofwhat they are, a refreshing revision of
sound ecclesiology, and a new sense of purpose and mission.
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Research Questions
This study sought to respond to two research questions related to the course design
and effectiveness. Regarding the course design, the first question was, what should be
the content? The researcher used a survey questionnaire to help in this task. A report of
the survey results appears later on this chapter.
Regarding the course effectiveness, understood as influence on the students, the
second question was, how will the course influence the attitudes and practices of the
students? This question focused mainly on the revitalization process expected to take
place in the student's ministry. Will they implement or take specific actions as a result of
the course? If so, in what areas will these actions concentrate? The researcher used
interviews with the students to assess these questions.
Subjects
The subjects of this study were the current students of the EMS. This group
consisted of twenty-three students of the EMS. Nineteen (83 percent), of the total
number of students, were pastors in different Methodist churches in Costa Rica. The
other four students (17 percent) were lay leaders of the EMCCR. Ages ranged from
twenty-three to fifty-eight, averaging thirty-eight years. Also, the years of full-time
ministry varied from one to thirty-eight, averaging ten years.
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Instrumentation
This study used four instruments. A survey questiormaire helped in a first data
gathering, in getting data usefiil for the conceptualization stage of the design process.
Also, the researcher used a pretest and posttest. The pretest served the purpose of giving
the researcher a first set of data regarding some students' cognitive entry characteristics.
Two posttests helped in the course assessment.
The Survey Questionnaire
This was a survey on the ministry in small membership churches that are part of
EMCCR. Its main purpose was to help the researcher in the course design process by
providing pertinent information.
Validity and Reliability. The literature review showed that studies on small
membership churches are valid. Thus, the researcher developed this survey in
consultation with two ATS professors, Leslie Andrews and Ronald Crandall. A group of
eight ATS students pretested the survey. The researcher reviewed and corrected the
survey when pertinent, according to observations and questions the pretesting students
presented.
In October and November 1995, EMS staff administered the survey to the students
according to specified instructions. Two main instructions were to keep anonymity to
ease responses and to administer the survey in a class setting. By December 1995, EMS
staff sent back the survey to the researcher.
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Description. Helping the researcher identify specific needs, issues, or topics related
to small membership churches was the survey's main purpose. The course was intended
to be a potential solution to those needs.
The researcher included different types of questions. The first type of question
asked students to show how they define a small church. The second type of question
asked students to identify priorities among criteria people use to measure success in
ministry. The third type of question asked students to identify priorities among
challenges small membership churches face today. A fourth type of question asked
students to focus on possible topics a course on ministry in small church might include.
The last type of question intended to uncover the student's feelings toward the ministry
they were doing.
Result Analysis. The following is a report and analysis of each section of the
survey. The result analysis follows the major topics included in the questionnaire.
1 . Defining the Small Church. When the survey asked the students how they
would define a small church, fourteen (61 percent) of the total sample mentioned quantity
(that is, number ofmembers or number ofpeople in worship service) as the main
criterion. Nine of these fourteen added a second group of criteria related to spiritual
matters such as: "small in vision," "small in maturity," and "small in quality of
fellowship."
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Eight students (35 percent) did not mention quantity at all in their definition of
small church. They used theological and sociological concepts such as: "the body of
Christ," or "a family." Only one student used financial criteria to define the small church.
Evidently the quantity factor (again, number of church members, number ofpeople
attending worship services) played an important role in most of the students' definitions
of a small church. This strengthens the inclusion in the course of a section on defining
what a small church.
When students listed the positive and negative terminology people use to describe
small membership churches, the distribution resulted in forty-three negative words and
twenty-seven positive words. The negative terminology relates to five areas: quantity
(23 percent), self-image (33 percent), resources (19 percent), congregation spiritual life (9
percent), and mission (16 percent). On the other hand, the positive terminology refers to
six areas: education (1 1 percent), congregation spiritual life (1 1 percent), pastoral care
(18 percent), fellowship (33 percent), quantity (15 percent), and family (15 percent).
Therefore, the survey shows that students reflect theirs and other people's tendency
to use more negative terminology regarding the small membership church. Again, these
results point out the need for including a section in the course dealing with the concept of
small church.
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2. Measuring success. In an attempt to overcome as much bias as possible, three
questions asked the students to identify criteria by which they (question number three),
church people (question number foiir), and other pastors (question number five) measure
success in ministry. Table 5 shows the results.
Table 5
A comparison of survey questions three, four, and five
Criteria for Success
Criteria Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 Total
Number % Number % Number % Number
of events Relative of events Relative of events Relative of events Percentage
1 . Visitation 0 0 6 22 0 0 6 8
2. Good
preaching
0 0 5 19 5 21 10 13
3. Financial
well-being
0 0 0 0 5 21 5 7
4. Pastor's
commitment
5 21 4 15 0 0 9 12
5. God's call 5 21 3 11 0 0 8 11
6. Obedience
to God
9 37 0 0 0 0 9 12
7. Numerical
growth
5 21 9 33 14 58 28 37
Total 24 100 27 100 24 100 75 100
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Considering the column of total number of events with their corresponding
percentages as a predominant collective view is possible. Some Methodist churches in
Costa Rica use this view as the main criterion to understand success in ministry. That
being so, again quantity factors (numerical growth here) top the list with a total of
twenty-eight events (37 percent). "Good preaching," the next criterion, got a total of ten
events (13 percent). The difference is dramatic.
Comparing the responses of question three, four, and five in Table 4 reveals also
that numerical growth was the number one criterion for church people^, and for other
pastors'". Therefore, the course included a review of the concept ofministry and its
practical implications. The meaning of success in ministry will receive particular focus in
this section.
3. Challenges for the small membership church. Question number six asked the
students to list the main challenges facing small membership churches in Costa Rica.
Table 6 shows that the challenges listed in the survey as the highest (column "Priority 1")
were finances (with relative 44 percent), evangelism (with a relative 33 percent),
numerical growth (with a relative 17 percent), and leadership (with a relative 6 percent).
See Appendix A, question number four.
'
See Appendix A, question number five.
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Though the overall results showed some difference, the ranking order remained the same:
finances (50 percent), evangelism (22 percent), leadership (16 percent), and numerical
growth (12 percent).
Table 6
Challenges for the Small Membership Church
Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 Priority 5 Priority 6 Total
Challenges Events %
Rel,*
Events %
Rel,
Events %
Rel,
Events %
Rel.
Events %
Rel.
Event
s
%
Rel.
Events %
Finances 8 44 3 60 0 0 2 100 2 40 1 100 16 50
Evangelism 6 33 0 0 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 22
Leadership 1 6 1 20 0 0 0 0 3 60 0 0 5 16
Numerical
Growth
3 17 1 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 12
Total 20 100 5 100 1 100 2 100 5 100 1 100 32 100
*Rel.= relative
The general economic situation of Costa Rica, with an inflation rate changing every
month, affects directly finances in local churches. To cope with this situation, pastors
and churches have tried different programs and approaches. However, most of these are
isolated efforts. They should solve challenges or issues, such as finances, not in isolation
but in cormection with the other aspects of church life. Congregational spiritual life,
leadership training, evangelism, social outreach ministry, and finances, are all facets of a
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local church ministry. They are interconnected. In the context of a small membership
church, these aspects ofministry offer a particular perspective.
The course sought to address these challenges from this holistic point of view. In
other words, topics such as finances appear in the course but from the perspective small
membership church adds to its understanding and resolution.
4. Topics for the Course. Survey question seven asked the students to list topics
they thought the course should include. Table 7 summarizes the results.
Table 7
Topics for the course
Priorities
Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total %
Finances 5 6 0 2 1 0 14 27
Leadership/
Discipleship
12 5 3 1 0 0 21 41
Ecclesiology 3 3 0 2 0 0 8 16
Evangelism 2 3 1 2 0 0 8 16
Total 22 17 4 7 1 0 51 100
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Again, the overall result ranking order is the same as the one for column 1 in Table
7 (which shows the highest priority in the survey): leadership/discipleship (41 percent),
finances (27 percent), ecclesiology (16 percent), and evangelism (16 percent). The
survey responses to question seven revealed that the students were referring to the small
membership church when they mentioned these topics (for example, "how to develop
leaders in the small membership church"). The course includes these five topics.
5. Students' Satisfaction Level. Finally, the survey's last question asked the
students to disclose their satisfaction level toward the ministry they were doing. As
Table 8 shows, ten students (45 percent) felt dissatisfied, one (4 percent) felt strongly
dissatisfied, and one student did not respond to this question. This makes twelve students
(55 percent) describing their feelings toward ministry at a dissatisfactory level. Three
students (13 percent) felt neutral, which left only seven (31 percent) other students
regarding their ministries in satisfactory terms.
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Table 8
Level of satisfaction with the ministry
Strongly Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Strongly No response
satisfied dissatisfied
Number of students
Percentaige
Also, this question in particular served as a reference for the course posttests. The
course itself being the independent variable, the study hypothesis proved correct as the
posttests reflected a significant change in the students' attitude toward their ministries.
The Pretest
The pretest took the form of a semi-structured interview.'' During July 1996, the
researcher interviewed the EMS students individually. As stated before, the pretest's
main purpose was to evaluate the students' cognitive entry characteristics as related to
their knowledge about ministry in small membership churches.
The course objectives formed the basis for these cognitive entry characteristics.
Thus, results from this pretest provided a good point of reference for a comparison of the
student's achievement levels.
6 3 10 1 1
27 13 45 5 5
' '
See Appendix C.
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The Posttest
_ 12The posttest also took the form of semi-structured interview protocol. By
measuring the trend in students' cognitive and affective achievement, this instrument
sought to assess the resuhs right at the end of the course. Also, this form of interview
permitted the use of the same questions, while remaining flexible in their order. This
property added reliability to the instrument.
The researcher compared the resulting scores with the purpose of providing a first
measure of students' level of cognitive and affective achievement. Provided such
stability, the researcher sought to insure the interview reliability.
The Follow-up Interview^
This measurement took place four months after the course. Then the researcher
interviewed the students individually in theirministry setting.
Again, the interview focal point was on the student's attitudes toward his ministry as
corroborated by pertinent specific actions. The researcher sought consistency between
students' cognitive achievements (as determined in the posttest) and students' attitudinal
achievements (as determined by incorporation of changes in their ministries).
See Appendix D.
See Appendix E.
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Control
The researcher taught the course to EMS students only in a classroom setting at the
EMS facilities in Alajuela, Costa Rica. All the participant students came to this place
from their different churches and stayed for one week. They could not leave the course at
any stage, making this one a closed group.
The administration of the instruments mentioned in the preceding paragraphs
followed strictly their instructions. EMS students were the only subjects.
Consistency in students' educational background and work settings provided for the
study's validity. All EMS students met the same educational standard required in this
institution. Also, they all held a current appointment to a local Evangelical Methodist
Church in Costa Rica , all ofwhich were small membership churches.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The methodology proposed for this study included both independent and dependent
variables. The course itselfwas the independent variable. At this level, the following
elements served also as sub-variables: definition of the small membership church using
biblical concepts, summarization of basic sociological characteristics related to small
membership churches, identification of strengths and weaknesses of small membership
churches and assessing those strengths and weaknesses.
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The researcher sought to produce change in the students' cognitive and affective
levels. This change was the dependent variable and related to two areas. First, the course
influenced students' level of cognitive assimilation. Such level of cognitive assimilation
related directly to the elements mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Second, the course influenced the student's level ofministry revitalization. In such a
case, the focus was on students' positive attitudes taking the form of implementation or
adjustment ofwork methodology, plans, and concrete actions.
Data Analysis
As stated before, the data gathering process of the study used three tools: a survey
questionnaire, a pretest (a semi-structured interview), and a posttest (a semi-structured
interview). Descriptive statistics formed the basis for the analysis done on the survey.
The researcher's interest was mostly to determine percentages.
Since the study measured the trend in students' cognitive achievements over time,
descriptive statistics was the methodology the researcher used again. This method
applied to the pretest and to the posttest.
Treatment
In August 1 996, the researcher taught the course "Ministry in Small Membership
Churches" at the EMS in Alajuela, Costa Rica to students pursuing a bachelor's degree.
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"Ministry in Small Membership Churches" was a three-credit course at the bachelor's
degree level.
Description
The course consisted of two parts. The first one was a comprising exposition of the
dynamics of the small membership church from biblical, theological, and sociological
perspectives.
The second part addressed practical challenges these churches conmionly face in the
EMCCR. The focus for this part was on the potential for ministry found in small
membership churches and on ways to revitalize it.
Objectives
At the end of the course, the student was able:
1. To understand the basic dynamics of the small membership church by: (a)
defining the small membership church biblically and theologically; (b) summarizing the
main sociological characteristics of small membership churches; (c) identifying strengths
and weaknesses of small membership churches; and (d) assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of small membership churches.
2. To appreciate the ministry in small membership churches by: (a) distinguishing
the unique potential of the small membership church; (b) explaining the main challenges
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of the small membership church; (c) summarizing the basic cultural and sociological
characteristics of the Costa Rican society in which small membership churches serve; and
(d) choosing to implement a change in the student ministry as a resuh of the course.
Content
The course covered five main topics. The outline was as follows:
I. Biblical and theological foundations for the small membership church.
A. Biblical references and images.
1 . God works through small groups.
2. The incarnation.
3. The resurrection.
B. The nature of the Church.
1 . Early churches were "home churches."
2. Biblical marks of the church.
C. Notes for a theology of the small membership church.
1 . The kingdom of God.
2. The Church established by God.
3. The redeemed people.
4. The body of Christ.
5. The church as koinonia.
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6. Leadership.
7. Stewardship.
8. Sacrifice.
9. The call to the Great Commission.
10. The Bible as the book of the Church.
1 1 . Theological conclusion.
II. Historical background of the small membership church in Costa Rica.
A. A brief review of the history of Protestantism in Costa Rica.
1 . Begiimings ofmissionary work.
2. Periods of the Protestant movement in Costa Rica.
B. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica: history and facts.
1 . The Panama Mission ( 1 9 1 7- 1 920).
2. Annual Mission Conference (1921-1960).
3. Aimual Provisional Conference (1961-1967).
4. Annual Conference ofCosta Rica (1 968-1 972).
5. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica (1973-1994)
III. Sociological aspects of the small membership church.
A. Characteristics of small membership churches .
1 . Its uniqueness and nature.
2. Its relationships.
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3. Its work dynamics.
B. Implications
1. For lay people.
2. For the pastor.
3. For the denomination.
4. For the church itself.
C. Definitions of small membership churches.
1 . In other denominations.
2. In the Evangelical Methodist Church of Costa Rica.
D. Types of small membership churches.
1. Size.
2. Setting and composition.
3. Sociological definitions.
E. Reasons for small membership churches to be small.
1 . External reasons.
2. Internal reasons.
IV. Main challenges facing small membership churches.
A. Lay leadership development.
1 . Role of the pastoral leadership.
2. Facilitating the process fi-om vision to mission.
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3. Ongoing training opportunities.
4. Motivation.
5. Sharing experiences.
B. Evangelism.
1 . Establishing focus.
2. Reaching new people.
3. Sharing experiences.
C. Finances.
1. Recommendations.
2. Money.
3. Sharing experiences.
D. Discipleship.
1 . Establishing focus.
2. Identifying praxis pitfalls.
3. Identifying successes.
4. Sharing experiences.
E. Power structures.
1 . Church characters.
2. Organizational system.
3. Conflict management.
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4. Sharing experiences.
V. Possibilities and potential of the small membership within the EMCCR.
A. Cultural and sociological characteristics of the Costa Ricans.
1 . The tico (Costa Rican).
2. The Costa Rican society.
B. Pastoral ministry in small membership churches.
1 . Review ofbiblical model for ministry.
2. The work of the small membership church pastor.
C. Potential and opportunities for ministry.
1. Viability.
2. Vitality.
3. Victory.
4. Future.-
General Format and Teaching Procedures
The course followed the EMS non-residential work strategy in which the staff and
faculty schedule and plan the courses as a one-week intense experience (Monday through
Friday). Students come from their different churches for a one-week course, and then go
back to their ministry settings.
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During the week the students attended eighteen class sessions, and four learning
experiences (one each evening session). A typical day went from 7:30 A.M. to 9:00
P.M. The schedule was as follows:
7:30-8:00 Devotional 1:30-3:00 Session three
8:00-9:30 Session one 3:00-3:30 Break
9:30-10:00 Break 3:30-5:00 Session four
10:00-12:00 Session two 5:00-7:00 Dinner break
12:00-1:30 Lunch break 7:00-9:00 Session five
As to teaching procedures, the course included a combination of lectures, group
discussion, and individual learning (readings). Three pastors from turnaround small
membership churches shared their stories at the first hour of the evening sessions (one
each evening). In the second hour of the evening session the students did individual
reading and group discussion.
Course Requirements
The students met the following three requirements: (1) participation in class and
group discussion (10%), (2) daily reading and reporting (50%), and (3) a reflection paper
due in one month (40%). The reading material consisted of four articles covering key
topics that the students read individually and discussed in groups. They submitted a
report of the discussion the next morning.
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The reflection paper was a post-course assignment. For this paper the student
choose a topic related to ministry in small membership churches.
CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Rosa, a EMS student, raised her hand to participate in class. When her turn came,
she shared with the rest of the group her excitement about the findings she observed
during the week. "I can hardly wait," she said, "to go back to my small congregation and
and tell them that they are a church. I caimot wait to see the expression in their faces!"
The researcher organized the study around two main research questions. Dealing
with aspects of course design, the first research question focused on content: what is the
course content? On the other hand, dealing with aspects of effectiveness and
revitalization, the second research question focused on the effect the course would have
on the student-pastors: will they implement action as a result of the course?
The First Research Ouestion: Course Design
Among the elements of the course design process (such as diagnosis of the
situation, determining objectives, learning structures, teaching techniques, and evaluation
of instruments), the selection and organization of contents were the key elements to
address. As described in Chapter 3 under the section "Instrumentation," the researcher
plaimed a survey questionnaire to identify issues, topics, or needs regarding small
membership churches. Chapter 3 also includes the complete results analysis for this
survey. The following is a summary of these results.
1. Most of the students (61 percent) used quantity as the main criterion to define a
small church.
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2. Quantity, again, served as the number one criterion to measure success in
ministry.
3. Students identified leadership, discipleship, finances, ecclesiology, and
evangelism as the five top topics the course should include.
4. Fifty-five percent of the students described their feelings toward ministry at a
dissatisfactory level.
The researcher designed the course based mostly on this first set of data.
Consequently, the four key areas of content centered around biblical and theological
foundations for the small membership church, sociological aspects (definition, types, and
characteristics), main challenges (leadership development, finances, discipleship,
evangelism, and power structures), and potential for renewing the ministry.''*
In September 1996, the researcher taught the course "Understanding and
Revitalizing the Ministry in Small Membership Churches" at the Evangelical Methodist
Seminary in Costa Rica. Twelve students took the course. The class met for one week
(Monday through Friday) following EMS established structure and format. Forty
classroom hours and a reflection paper completed the course requirements. The next
section included the analysis of the effectiveness and results of this teaching.
'" See Appendix F for a complete outline of the course contents.
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The Second Research Ouestion: Impact of the Course
Seeking to measure the impact the course would make on student-pastors and
therefore the levels of revitalization found in them, two instruments assisted the
researcher in dealing with this section of the study. The study focused on specific actions
the student-pastor implemented in his/her ministries (as a sign of revitalization).
Comparing Results: The Students' Cognitive Characteristics Pretest and the Posttest.
In the form of semi-structured interviews,'^ these tests sought to assess the
student-pastor's knowledge ofministry in small membership churches before and after the
course. The researcher interviewed the twelve student-pastors the weekend prior to the
course and on the last day of classes. The following reports the major results.
Criteria student-pastors use to define small membership churches. Table 9 shows
the way students answered both the pretest and posttest question one, "What criteria
wouldyou use to define a small membership church?
"
Seven students (58 percent) of the total sample mentioned the quantitative only
option (i:e., number ofmembers), three students (25 percent) mentioned the mostly
quantitative, but also qualitative option, and two students (17 percent) referred to the
mostly qualitative, but also quantitative option.
See Appendix C and D.
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On the other hand, the answers to the same question in the posttest reflect a
change in students' use of criteria. Six students (50 percent) answered they use now
mostly qualitative, but also quantitative criteria to define a small membership church.
One student (eight percent) mentioned qualitative only, and five students (42 percent)
both quantitative and qualitative equally.
Table 9
Question 1
Type of criteria use to define small membership churches
Criteria Number of
students
% Number of
students
%
Quantitative only 7 58 0 0
Mostly quantitative,
but also qualitative 3 25 0 0
Mostly qualitative,
but also quantitative
2 17 6 50
Qualitative only 0 0 1 8
Both quantitative
and qualitative
equally
0 0 5 42
Total 12 100 12 100
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Chart 1 illustrates the shift from the students' use of criteria based more on
quantitative measures to a more balanced position using both types of criteria. Students
showed a first indication that defining smallness as applied to churches is not only a
matter of numbers, but is also a function of qualitative factors.
The researcher stressed this idea in the course. In effect, a whole section of the
course content dealt with the issue of definition. The survey questionnaire found to be
prevalent in the students this tendency toward quantity. Therefore the course included
correcting measures with the purpose of starting a process of freeing students' minds
from an excessive focus on numbers (that is, membership, money, facilities).
Students' satisfaction level. This question relates to the students' feelings about
the size of their churches. The pretest showed eight students (66 percent) feeling
dissatisfied, while two students (17 percent) described their feelings as neutral. Only two
other students (17 percent) felt satisfied regarding the size of their churches. Most of the
reasons for dissatisfaction mentioned focused on "not having enough numerical growth."
In the posttest, though, eleven students (92 percent) felt satisfied. Only one
student reported feeling dissatisfied. Noteworthy was the students' interest in
emphasizing the difference between feeling satisfied and being conformist. Their
feelings about the size of their churches changed positively, yet they still felt challenged
to keep up the good work. Table 1 0 and Chart 2 clearly show this new shift in the
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students' perception.
Chart 1 !
* loPnetest
� Posttest
Comparison of Students' Answers
Pretest and Posttest Question 1
The need for the small membership church to be a particular field of study. In the
pretest students considered this kind of study definitely necessary (50 percent of the
students) and necessary (the other 50 percent). Their answers imply their recognition of
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knowing very little about small membership churches.
On the other hand, results in the posttest showed no considerable change. Rather,
the answers revealed an affirmation of the students' belief in the pertinence of "small
membership churches as a particular field of study." Table 1 1 shows that seven students
(58 percent) responded definitely necessary, four students (33 percent) responded
necessary, and one student mentioned the neutral option.
Table 10
Question 2
Students' Satisfaction Level Regarding Church Size
Number of
students
% Number of
students
%
Strongly satisfied 0 0 0 0
Satisfied 2 17 11 92
Neutral; neither
satisfied or
dissatisfied
2 17 0 0
Dissatisfied 8 66 1 8
Strongly dissatisfied 0 0 0 0
Total 12 100 12 100
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Chart 2
Comparison of Students' Answers
Pretest and Posttest Question 2
Expectations about the course. In the pretest, recurrent answers emphasizing
learning aspects characterized the students' expectations. The following two expectations
cited by students are representative: (1) "learning to organize and work with small
groups," and (2) "learning methodology to work in the small membership church."
Although expected to a certain extent, the posttest revealed an important emphasis
on implementation. Students mentioned their intention "to implement new ministry ideas
in the small membership church," or "to adjust current practices inministry."
A shift from learning to implementing occurred. This represents a first positive
indication that the course influenced the students to bring about revitalization in their
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small membership churches. Students at the end of the course are going back to their
churches expressing deliberate decisions to implement actions they considered during the
course.
Table 11
Question 3
The Need of Small Membership Churches as a Particular Field of Study
Number of
students
% Number of
students
%
Definitively
necessary
6 50 7 58
Necessary 6 50 4 33
Neutral 0 0 1 9
Not necessary 0 0 0 0
Definitively not
necessary
0 0 0 0
Total 12 100 12 100
An estimation of knowledge regarding small membership churches. Students
reported in the pretest the following responses: Much, two students (17 percent), and
Little, ten students (83 percent). In other words, most of the students acknowledged that
they knew little about small membership churches.
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The posttest asked the same question differently. Question 5 in the posttest asked
the students if they recalled the answer to this question in the pretest. Ten students (83
percent) answered no. The remaining two (17 percent) answered yes. But twelve
students answered no to the question, "Do you consider it [the knowledge on small
membership churches] to be the same?"
In this case, comparing what they knew to what they currently know shows the
following figures: seven students (58 percent) reported they knew definitively more than
before, and five students (42 percent) reported more than before. Therefore, in terms of
achieving the course objectives, particularly the one regarding the students' cognitive
achievements, answers in the posttest support its successfiil fialfillment.
Primary focus of the students' ministry. Question 6 asked the students to identify
the primary focus or goal of their ministries. Answers in the pretest revealed the three
most cited ministries. In priority order these are: teaching, pastoral care, and evangelism.
Comments on this particular question included students' concern to clarify that though
these are areas where they feel especially called to minister, results were not always all
they expected. According to the students, room for improvement in the form of new
approaches and ideas exist, and ways to better understand what they are doing would be
helpful.
Students in the posttest did not vary significantly their position on this question.
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Again, they insisted on strengthening their ministries in the light ofwhat they learned in
the course.
Results of the Follow-up Interview.
One step fiirther in this analysis and presentation of findings is to present the
results of the Follow-up Interview. To make it useful for the purpose of this study, the
researcher compares this presentation with the findings described in the previous section
(the pretest and posttest results). The researcher interviewed students four months after
the course.
Changes in student-pastors' attitudes toward the small membership church.
Question 1 asked the students to make a quantity reference as to the change in their
attitudes, if any. Two students (17 percent) answered very much. Ten students (87
percent) answered much. Practically 100 percent of the students reported the course
influenced positively their ministries. Then the researcher prompted them to describe that
change. Their top five references were:
1 . Helped by the biblical and theological exposition on small membership
churches.
2. Realized that there is a place and purpose for the small membership church.
3. Acquired new insights forministry in the small membership church.
4. Achieved a new sense of freedom [for doing ministry].
5. Acquired a better understanding of small membership churches.
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Students identified the biblical and theological exposition on small membership
churches as one of the most helpfiil elements of the course. This renewed awareness of
the church nature led them to discover increased potential and purpose for the small
membership churches where they minister.
Of course, as noted earlier, elements of cognitive achievement are present, too.
Students "acquired new insights," and "acquired a better understanding." The researcher
sought to expose the students to the body of knowledge on small membership churches.
Descriptive of their attitudes is the students' report that they "achieved a new
sense of freedom." This remark is in connection with the ministries they were doing and
is also another positive indication of the course effect on the students.
Specific actions as a result of the course. In Question One of the Follow-up
Interview students admitted their attitudes changed. Question Two in the Follow-up
Interview asked the students to identify specific actions they implemented as a result of
the course. Their top five answers were:
1. Bible study meetings focusing on ecclesiology for the small membership
church.
2. Preaching and teaching focusing on a renewed vision for that particular small
membership church.
3. Training leadership for ministry in small membership churches.
4. Adjusting evangelistic and discipleship ministries to fit what we are [a small
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membership church].
5. Reworking existing plans in the light of the small membership church
knowledge.
All the students went back to their work setting and implementing specific
actions, a confirmation of the intentions expressed in the Posttest Question 4.
Answers one, two, and three have to do with teaching. Students implemented
different actions to teach their people. Some implemented new Bible studies, others
introduced the topic of small membership churches through sermons. Others called their
church leadership, usually board members, to training sessions on doing ministry in small
membership churches. During the four months after the course, the researcher himself
led six training sessions in three churches, invited by student-pastors who attended the
16
course.
Answers four and five indicate that some students focused also in assessing and
plarming. In other words, their existing practices (that is, in evangelism or discipleship)
and ministry plans became the target of analysis. They were not only trying to bridge the
gap between theory and practice, but also seeking to revitalize their churches.
For these training sessions the researcher summarized the course contents to fit
in two sessions of three hours each.
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Feelings about the size of the church. Question Three of the Follow-up Interview
asked the students to describe their feelings about the size of their churches. Ten students
(83 percent) felt satisfied; two students answered they felt dissatisfied. The three top
reasons they mentioned are:
1 . "My perception of the small membership church changed. They are not a
problem!"
2. "I have a new understanding of the small membership church.
3. "Small membership churches are churches."
The two students who mentioned feeling dissatisfied brought up similar reasons.
Basically they were saying they felt challenged to do a better ministry in their churches.
The dissatisfaction came from their interest in not becoming conformist.
Comparing these results with those in Question Two of the posttest, after four
months the students kept the change in their feelings about church size. That is, after four
months most of the students still felt satisfied.
Focus of student-pastor ministries. Question Four in the Follow-up Interview was
another way to verify students' consistency between what they mentioned at end of the
course and what they were doing four months later. This question asked them to identify
the primary focus or goal of their ministries.
The top four answers were (1) teaching, (2) evangelism, (3) discipleship, and (4)
pastoral care. These answers are consistent with those in the posttest. The primary focus
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of their ministries has to do with the ministry actions proposed four months earlier.
The relevance of the study on small membership churches. Finally, Question Six
in the Follow-up Interview asked the students about the necessity of a study (course)
focused on small membership churches. Nine students (75 percent) answered definitely
necessary, and three students (25 percent) answered necessary.
The most recurrent answers were:
1 . "Because many small membership churches have very low self-image and self-
esteem. The course is a resource to bring about a change."
2. "Because stagnation is very common in many small membership churches.
The course shed helpful light on this issue."
3. "Because the course is really helping us to focus on the key aspects of the
ministry in small membership churches."
4. "Because many pastors and church leaders have wrong ideas about small
membership churches."
5. "Because the course really helps to bring revitalization to our small
membership churches."
6. "Because I am pastoring a small membership church."
Again, students are consistent. Answers given in the pretest, posttest, and four
months later in the Follow-up Interview confirmed students' perception about the
relevance of the course.
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A Closing Word
Marcos decided to call the board of his small membership church to a series of
sessions. These sessions turned into training meetings, the church meeting room turned
into a classroom, and the board turned into a group of students. The topic: understanding
and revitalizing the ministry in our local church. After the first two sessions abundant
expressions of surprise and excitement still filled the atmosphere. "Why had no one told
us about this before?"
Javier resolved to start preaching on ecclesiology, focusing on its implications for
the small membership church. "I had in mind to attack the congregation's low self-
esteem and increase their knowledge on what they really are," reported Javier. To his
amazement people begun to respond positively. In Javier's view, his people "seem to
have a new sense of freedom, and they are ready to focus on the ministry they can do."
The ministry in small membership Methodist churches in Costa Rica continues to
be a challenge for the denomination (EMCCR). The findings described in the preceding
sections, though, show the pertinence of the course and the necessity to continue finding
ways to equip effectively pastors of small membership churches to bring revitalization to
their congregations.
CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
The study led to important findings. A summary of such findings, conclusions,
recommendations, and a final theological reflection constitutes the primary divisions of
this chapter.
Summary ofMajor Findings
The major findings of the study form the main focus of this section.
1 . Students had little knowledge of small membership churches prior to the
course. Four months later they reported knowing considerably more about small
membership churches than before.
2. Students' views and attitudes toward small membership churches changed.
They used to perceive small membership churches as a problem. After the course they
reported, "Small membership churches are not a problem." They also ranked high in
their satisfaction levels toward the size of their churches.
3. The course was instrumental in bringing about these changes in the students.
The students implemented specific actions as a result of the course. In this sense,
revitalization took place.
4. Students reported the course to be relevant and effective.
The findings of the study tend to indicate that the course (the independent
variable) helped student-pastors in both cognitive achievement and revitalization
(dependent variables). The students reported in both the posttest and the follow-up
interview changes in their perception and attitudes toward small membership churches.
They also reported concrete actions implemented as a result of the course. According to
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the operational definition used in this study, revitalization happened in the students'
ministries. Therefore the findings support the hypothesis.
The researcher observed three unexpected findings. First, as soon as the students
went back to their churches, they established an avenue of communication with the
researcher. In a way the researcher became a consultant. They sought advice and insight
for the actions they wanted to implement.
Second, among those actions some students plarmed training sessions with their
local boards. Then they asked the researcher to lead the sessions, adjusting the course to
their particular needs and interests. Besides the students' Methodist churches, two
Baptist churches are interested in the training sessions. The researcher has already led
one session in one of the Baptist churches.
Third, two organizations contacted the researcher showing interest in the course.
The ESEPA Seminary'^, through its rector, explained to the researcher the practical focus
they are implementing. A course on ministry in small membership churches fits very
well in their projection. Though still in preliminary talks, this is an excellent possibility
to expand the interest on small membership churches to another denomination.
The other organization is the Costa Rican Protestant Churches Alliance (CRPCA).
Through the CRPCA Research Committee the researcher received an invitation to share
This is a denominational seminary that belongs to the Biblical Churches of
Costa Rica.
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with them about his study and the course on the ministry in small membership churches.
As a result, the CRPCA Research Committee asked the researcher to lead a task
committee to design a study on small membership churches in Costa Rica. The focus of
this study will be on initiating a process of building a body of knowledge which might
become useful to any small membership church interested in improving and revitalizing
its ministry. This committee began its work in June, 1997, and represents hope for Costa
Rican small membership churches.
Recommendations
Accompanying the findings and conclusions described in the preceding sections,
the researcher offers the following recommendations to the pertinent organizations
involved (the Evangelical Methodist Seminary and The Evangelical Methodist Church of
Costa Rica).
1 . To include officially the course, "Understanding and Revitalizing the Ministry
in Small Membership Churches," as a part of the seminary's bachelor degree
curriculum.'^
See the syllabus in Appendix G.
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2. To explore possibilities with the Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica
of creating a permanent platform to help and promote small membership Methodist
churches.
3. To maximize the opportunity to continue doing research on the small
membership church through the CRPCA Research Committee.
4. To gather the necessary resources to form a data base on small membership
churches in Costa Rica. This data base could eventually serve across denominations to
help congregations and pastors interested in undestanding and revitalizing their churches.
Theological Reflection
The Word of God is always fresh and powerful. The Roman centurion said to
Jesus, "but say the word, and let my servant be healed" (Luke 7:7; RSV). The Word
releases liberating and healing power. This is the fresh and powerfiil Word that small
membership churches long to hear: small membership churches belong to the Body of
Christ, the Church.
Therefore, all God's favor and grace are available without restriction to small
membership churches. Denominational or organizational agreements as to what
requirements a local congregation must meet to be considered an "official church" may
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not always be according to those of the Bible. This is especially true when size (number
ofmembers) becomes the primary criterion. A small membership church is a church as
much as a large membership church is a church. Larger or small, they are all churches,
local expressions of the one body: the universal Church. The apostle Paul wrote in 1
Corinthians 12:7-14, 27 (RSV):
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of
the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For by one
Spirit we were all baptized into one body � Jews or Greeks, slaves or free
� and all were made to drink of one Spirit. For the body does not consist
of one member but ofmany. . . . Now you are the body ofChrist and
individually members of it.
Along with this affirmation, this scripture also teaches about the functional
diversity present in the one body. The body consists of different members. Members are
different from each other and perform different frinctions in the body. So, inherent to a
church's understanding of itself should be the knowledge of its identity (what part of
body it is) and the sense ofpurpose or mission (what is its fimction).
Following this analogy, small membership churches are no exception to this
teaching. As churches, with all God's resources available for them, revitalization is
possible when they launch themselves to affirm and celebrate what they are and carry out
their mission faithfiilly.
Small Methodist churches in Costa Rica somewhere along the way lost sight of
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this basic biblical teaching. The problem became paralyzing for small membership
churches when different models or pattern which did not necessarily fit their needs and
nature took over and became the guiding canon to everything they do in ministry.
A change was necessary. As student-pastors described it, affirming what the
Bible teaches produce a healing sense of freedom to be what God called them to be and
consequently to do what God wants them to do.
The work ofministry should put the pastors of small membership churches in the
position to lead their people in the repossession of their biblical identity and in the
journey to a new sense of freedom. Pastoral leadership is essential to take people to the
place where they can reach their potential. Revitalization can happen in small
membership Methodist churches.
A Closing Observation: A Starting Point
Smallness has its advantages. In the midst of the current tendency in Costa Rica
to exalt larger churches, small membership churches stand out. Therefore, the point is
not in the magnitude, but in maximizing its advantages.
What advantages do small membership Methodist churches in Costa Rica have?
Taking a closer look into cultural and religious background helps to distinguish
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advantages these people bring when they join a church.
First, though threatened by different elements from secular sectors ofCosta Rican
society, families keep strong ties. The family in Costa Rica continues to be a strong unit
(for instance, older children still live at their parents' home until they marry). Family
members develop this kind of close relationship projecting them in turn to the rest of the
society. Costa Ricans in general appreciate family values.
� Social and educational commitment. This commitment takes the form of
ongoing concerns for family development and education. Helping to reconcile family
members' individual vocations with those of the society and preserving common values
are basic tasks to carry on within the context of the family.
� Responsibility. Family atmosphere usually witnesses the first efforts to transmit
to its members an appreciation for the importance ofmutual help, sobriety in the use of
family resources, and the blessing ofwork.
� Love and harmony. Families encourage members not only to show concern and
care for each other but also to be sensitive to other people's needs and distress.
Acceptance and respect for one another are essential values present in family circles.
Decision making processes shared by family members and permanent dialogue are
beneficial and desirable values in each family.
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Second, Costa Ricans are deeply religious people. Emphasizing the positive
elements of this characteristic, most Costa Ricans believe in life after death and in a
supreme being. By way of the Roman Catholic Church, which most of the population
would confess as their religion, Costa Ricans worship God, try to fiilfiU His
commandments, and so gain eternal life. Therefore, in general Costa Ricans show the
following religious values:
� Faith. People are receptive to spiritual matters. They admire, thank, and
worship God, and try to keep a balance between faith and everyday life.
� Hope. Costa Ricans believe in life expressed in loving actions. They do not
spare efforts to participate in an ongoing process ofpersonal and collective development.
They hold an iimer trust in eternal life.
� Charity. Respect and love for both one's own and other people's lives are part
of the Costa Rican understanding and expression of religion. Solidarity and identification
with others' needs are a part of their beliefs.
Knowledge of small membership churches resulting from research and literature
confirms the existence and importance of some concepts and values expressed in the
preceding paragraphs. The average Costa Rican reflects these values and characteristics.
In effect, his behavior in church reflects what he is at home.
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In this light, the work ofministry in the small membership Methodist church
becomes more a search ofways to maximize such advantages. Ministry in small
membership churches takes the form of enabling people to reach their potential by being
what they are naturally.
Appendix A
A Survey on the
Ministry in Small Churches
Instructions
This survey on the pastoral ministry in small churches will provide the
Evangelical Seminary ofCosta Rica (EMSCR) with valuable information. This
information will be use to serve the church more effectively. By focusing on different
aspects ofministry in small churches the EMSCR hopes to work even better in
partnership with the pastors and local churches.
Please, as you answer the questions keep in mind the following:
1 . This survey is anonymous. Do not write your name anywhere in the sheets.
2. In questions 2, 3, 4, and 5, we provide six blanks for your answers. However,
this does not mean that necessarily you have to fill in all the six blanks. For example, if
you think of only three criteria in question 3, then you will write only those three criteria.
Yet, remember to cite these criteria in priority, as requested, is very important.
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A. Basic Information
Your age: Number ofyears of
full time ministry
in the Christian
Church:
Number ofchurches
where you have
served:
Today's Date:
Month Day Year
Your current ministry role (i.e. pastor,
laypreacher,
Sunday School teacher, other):
B. Ministry information
1 How would you define a small church?
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2 What words, adjectives or phrases (positive and negative) have you heard
people use to describe the small church?
Positive Negative
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
5. 5.
3 What do you think are the principal criteria pastors and church people use
to measure success in ministry? Please cite these criteria in priority, with
mmiber one being the highest.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
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4 What do you think are the principal criteria church people use to measure
success in ministry? Please cite these criteria in priority, with number one
being the highest.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
5 What do you think are the principal criteria other pastors use to measure
success in ministry? Please cite these criteria in priority, with number one
being the highest.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
6 What do you think are the principal challenges small churches have to deal
v^th? Please cite theses issues in priority, with number one being the
highest.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
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7 In an eventual course on the mmistry in small churches (to be taught at the
Evangelical Methodist Seminary ofCosta Rica), which topics do you think
should be included? Please cite these topics in priority, with number one
being the highest.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
8 Which word(s) best describe your feelings about the ministry you are
presently doing? Please check the appropriate box.
I 1 1 . Strongly satisfied
2. Satisfied
3. Neutral; neither satisfied or dissatisfied
4. Dissatisfied
5. Strongly dissatisfied
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9 Why did you answer as you did above (question #8)?
Appendix B
Encuesta sobre el
Ministerio en Iglesias de Membresia Pequeiia
Instrucciones
La presente es una encuesta sobre el ministerio pastoral en iglesias pequenas. La
informacion que se logre recoger sera de muchisimo valor para que la Iglesia Evangelica
Metodista de Costa Rica a traves de su seminario, pueda enfocar aun mas sus esfuerzos.
Esta informacion proporcionara la oportunidad de trabajar aiin mejor en sociedad con los
pastores e iglesias locales en la obra del ministerio.
For favor, al responder a las preguntas tenga presente lo siguiente:
1 . Esta es una encuesta anonima. No escriba su nombre en ningun lugar en las
hojas.
2. En las preguntas 2, 3, 4 y 5, proveemos seis espacios en bianco para sus
respuestas. Sin embargo, esto no significa que necesariamente usted tenga que completar
todos los seis espacios. Por ejemplo: si en la pregunta 3 usted piensa solamente en tres
criterios, entonces solo escribira esos tres criterios. Aiin asi, seguir el orden de prioridad
como se pide, sera importante.
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A. Informacion Basica
Su edad: Numero de ahos en
el ministerio de tiempo
complete en la Iglesia
(Metodista y/o cualquiera)
Numero de iglesias
donde ha ejercido
su ministerio:
Fecha de hoy:
Dia Mes Alio
Cargo actual en el ministerio (pastor,
predicador laico, maestro de escuela
dominical
B. Informacion sobre ministerio
1 ^Como definiria usted una iglesia pequena?
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2 ^Que palabras, adjetivos, 0 frases (positivas y negativas) ha escuchado
usted que las personas usan para describir las iglesias pequenas?
Positivas Negativas
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.
4. 4.
5. 5.
3 ^Cuales cree usted que son los criterios principales para medir el exito en el
ministerio? Por favor, menciones estos criterios en orden de prioridad,
siendo el numero 1 el mas alto en importancia.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
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4 ^Cuales cree usted que son los principales criterios que gente de iglesia usan
comunmente para medir el exito en el ministerio? Por favor, mencionelos en
orden de prioridad, siendo el numero 1 el mas alto en importancia..
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
5 ^Cuales cree usted que son los criterios principales que otros pastores usan
comuimiente para medir el exito en el ministerio? Por favor, mencionelos en
orden de prioridad, siendo el numero 1 el mas alto en importancia.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
6 ^Cuales cree usted que son los principales desafios que las iglesias pequenas
confrontan? Por favor, mencioles en orden de prioridad, siendo el numero 1
el mas alto en importancia.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
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7 En un eventual curso sobre el ministerio en iglesias pequefias, a ser ensenado
en el Seminario Evangelico Metodista de Costa Rica, ^cuales temas cree
usted que deben ser incluidos? Por favor, menciones estos criterios en orden
de prioridad, siendo el numero 1 el mas alto en importancia.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.
8 ^Cual de leis siguientes palabras describe mejor sus sentimientos acerca del
ministerio que usted esta realizando en la presente iglesia? Por favor, marque
solamente una opcion en el cuadro correspondiente.
1 . Fuertemente satisfecho
2. Satisfecho
3. Neutral; ni satisfecho ni insatisfecho
4. Insatisfecho
5. Fuertemente insatisfecho
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9 ^Por que respondio como lo hizo en la pregunta anterior (#8)?
APPENDIX C
The Pretest:
An Interview on Students' Cognitive Entry Characteristics
Instructions. This interview is to be administered mdividually to the students, before the
course. The following is the list of questions.
1. Pastor (Mr./Mrs.) , some people have different ideas about small
membership churches. Some of these ideas are positive, and other negative. What
criteria would you use to define a small membership church? (The answermight have
quantitative and qualitative elements; record answer and then check the appropriate box
below.)
? 1 . Quantitative only
? 2. Mostly quantitative, but also qualitative
? 3. Mostly qualitative, but also quantitative
? 4. Qualitative only
? 5. Both quantitative and qualitative equally
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2. Could you describe how do you feel about the size of your church? (Attention to
levels of satisfaction; check in the appropriate box; prove for reasons.)
I I 1 . Strongly satisfied
Q 2. Satisfied
I I 3. Neutral; neither satisfied or dissatisfied
I I 4. Dissatisfied
I I 5. Strongly dissatisfied
3. Do you think a study on small membership churches as a particular field of study is
necessary? (Check the appropriate box and then prove to get the reason or reasons.)
I I 1. Definitively necessary
2. Necessary
I I 3. Neutral
4. Not necessary
I I 5. Definitively not necessary
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4. "What are your expectations about the course? (Here we are looking for specifics,
record them; prove if necessary with "what changes in you and yourministry do you
hope will result from the course?"
1. 4.
2.
? s.3.
5. What would be your estimate on your knowledge on small membership churches?
(Here we are looking for an estimation of quantity.)
I I 1 . Very much
? 2. Much
n 3. Neufral
? 4. Little
? 5. Very little
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6. What is the primary focus or goal of your ministry? (Here we are looking for the
most important among different possibilities. Prove very carefully.)
APPENDIX D
The Posttest:
An Interview on Students' Cognitive Achievements
Instructions. This mterview is to be admmistered mdividually to the students on the last
day of the course. The following is the list of questions.
1 . Pastor (Mr./Mrs.) , what criteria would you use to define a small
membership church? The answer might have quantitative and qualitative elements;
record answer and then check the appropriate box below.)
? 1 . Quantitative only
? 2. Mostly quantitative, but also qualitative
? 3. Mostly qualitative, but also quantitative
? 4. Qualitative only
? 5. Both quantitative and qualitative equally
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2. Could you describe how do you feel about the size of your church? (Attention to
levels of satisfaction; check in the appropriate box; prove for reasons.)
I I 1. Strongly satisfied
Q 2. Satisfied
I I 3. Neutral; neither satisfied or dissatisfied
I I 4. Dissatisfied
[ I 5. Strongly dissatisfied
3. Do you think a study on small membership churches as a particular field of study is
necessary? (Check the appropriate box and then prove to get the reason or reasons.)
1. Absolutely necessary
I I 2. Necessary
I I 3. Neutral
4. Not necessary
? 5. Absolutely not necessary
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4. Could you describe your thoughts about how do you think this course will affect you
when you return to your church? (Here we are interested in specific actions or plans;
prove with "what plans do you have to change anything or do anything differently as a
result of this course? If no actions or plans, check box five, and prove with "what is your
main reason?")
1. 4.
2.
? s.3.
5. One of the questions of the pretest asked you to estimate your knowledge on small
membership churches. Do you remember your answer? (If yes, proceed; ifno, check the
answer in that interview.) Do you still consider it to be the same?
[ I Yes. Reason(s): 1.
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No. How would you compare it with your current knowledge?
1 . Definitively more than before
I I 2. More than before
3. Less than before
I I 4. Defmitively less than before
6. What do you think the primary focus or goal ofyourministry will be when you go
back? (Here we are looking for the most important among different possibilites. Prove
carefully).
APPENDIX E
The Follow-up Interview:
Outcomes of the Course "Ministry in Small Membership Churches"
Instructions. This mterview is to be administered individually to the students, and in their
work setting. The following is the list of questions.
1 . Pastor (Mr./Mrs.) , how have your attitudes toward the small membership
church changed after these four months? (If the answer is a quantity reference, check in
the appropriate box below, and then prove with "would you describe it some more?" )
1 1 1 . Very much D 3. Little n 5. Nothing
? 2. Much EH 4. Very little
2. How did the course affect you personally? (Here we are looking for specific actions or
plans, record them; prove if necessary with "What kinds of changes in yourself do you
see or feel as a result of the course?"; If no actions or plan, check box five, and prove
with "what is your main reason for not implementing any action or plan?")
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1. 4.
2.
3. a 5.
3. Could you describe how do you feel about the size ofyour church? (Attention to
levels of satisfaction; check in the appropriate box; prove for reasons.)
I I 1 . Strongly satisfied
Q 2. Satisfied
I I 3. Neutral; neither satisfied or dissatisfied
I I 4. Dissatisfied
I I 5. Strongly dissatisfied
4. What is the primary focus or goal ofyour ministry? (Here we are looking for the
most important among different possibilities. Prove very carefully.)
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5. Do you think a study on small membership churches as a particular field of study is
necessary? (Check the appropriate box and then prove to get the reason or reasons.)
? 1 . Definitively necessary
? 2. Necessary
? 3. Neutral
n 4. Not necessary
? 5. Definitively not necessary
APPENDIX F
Complete Outline of Course Contents
I. Biblical and theological foundations for the small membership church.
A. Biblical references and images.
1 . God works through small groups.
a. In Genesis.
b. In the history of Israel.
c. Gideon (Judges 6-7).
d. The faithftil remnant.
2. The incarnation.
3. The resurrection.
B. The nature of the Church.
1 . Early churches were "home churches."
2. Biblical marks of the church.
a. Worship.
b. Education.
c. Mutual care.
d. People in mission.
C. Notes for a theology of the small membership church.
1. The kingdom ofGod.
2. The Church established by God.
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3. The redeemed people.
4. The body ofChrist.
5. The church as koinonia.
6. Leadership.
7. Stewardship.
8. Sacrifice.
9. The call to the Great Commission.
10. The Bible as the book of the Church.
1 1 . Theological conclusion.
II. Historical Background of the small membership church in Costa Rica.
A. A brief review of the history of Protestantism in Costa Rica.
1 . Beginnings ofmissionary work.
2. Periods of the Protestant movement in Costa Rica.
B. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica: history and facts.
1 . The Panama Mission (1917-1 920).
2. Armual Mission Conference (1921-1960).
3. Aimual Provisional Conference (1961-1967).
4. Annual Conference ofCosta Rica (1968-1972).
5. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica (1973-1994)
III. Sociological aspects of the small membership church.
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A. Characteristics of small membership churches .
1 . Regarding its uniqueness and nature.
2. Regarding its relationships.
3. Regarding its work dynamics.
B. Implications
1 . For lay people.
2. For the pastor.
3. For the denomination.
4. For the church itself
C. Definitions of small membership churches.
1 . In other denominations.
2. In the Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica.
D. Types of small membership churches.
1 . By size.
2. By setting and composition.
3. By sociological definitions.
E. Reasons for small membership churches to be small.
1 . External reasons.
2. Internal reasons.
IV. Main challenges facing small membership churches.
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A. Lay leadership development.
1 . Role of the pastoral leadership.
2. Facilitating the process from vision to mission.
3. Ongoing fraining opportunities.
4. Motivation.
5. Sharing experiences.
B. Evangelism.
1. Particular focus.
2. Reaching new people.
3. Sharing experiences.
C. Finances.
1. Recommendations.
2. Money.
3. Sharing experiences.
D. Discipleship.
1. Particular focus.
2. Identilymg praxis pitfalls.
3. Tried and worked.
4. Sharing experiences.
E. Power structures.
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1. Church characters.
2. Reviewing our organizational system.
3. Basics ofconflict management.
4. Sharing experiences.
V. Possibilities and potential of the small membership within the EMCCR.
A. Cultural and sociological characteristics of the Costa Ricans.
B. Pastoral ministry in small membership churches.
C. Potential and opportunities for ministry.
APPENDIX G
Syllabus for the course
Understanding and Revitalizing the Ministry in Small Membership Churches
I. Description
The course consists of two parts. The first one is a comprismg exposition of the
dynamics of the small membership church from biblical, theological and sociological
perspectives.
The second part addresses practical challenges these churches commonly face in the
EMCCR. The focus for this part is on the potential for doing ministry found in small
membership churches, and ways to revitalize it.
II. Objectives
At the end of the course, the student will be able:
1 . To understand the basic dynamics of the small membership church by: (a)
defining the small membership church biblically and theologically; (b) summarizing the
main sociological characteristics of small membership churches; (c) identifying strengths
and weaknesses of small membership churches; and (d) assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of small membership churches.
2. To appreciate the ministry in small membership churches by: (a) distinguishing
the unique potentialities of the small membership church; (b) explaining the main
challenges of the small membership church; (c) summarizing the basic cultural and
sociological characteristics of the Costa Rican society in which small membership
churches serve; and (d) choosing to implement a change in the studentministry as a result
of the course.
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III. General requirements.
A. Presence in all sessions.
B. Class participation through:
1. Discussion.
2. Working in groups.
3. Class presentations.
C. Additional readings and reports.
D. Papers.
IV. Content
The course will cover five meiin topics. The outline is as follows:
I. Biblical and theological foundations for the small membership church.
A. Biblical references and images.
1 . God works through smdl groups.
2. The incarnation.
3. The resurrection.
B. The nature of the Church.
1 . Early churches were "home churches."
2. Biblical marks of the church.
C. Notes for a theology of the small membership church.
1. The kingdom ofGod.
2. The Church established by God.
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3. The redeemed people.
4. The body of Christ.
5. The church as koinonia.
6. Leadership.
7. Stewardship.
8. Sacrifice.
9. The call to the Great Commission.
10. The Bible as the book of the Church.
1 1 . Theological conclusion.
II. Historical Background of the small membership church m Costa Rica.
A. A brief review of the history ofProtestantism in Costa Rica.
1 . Beginnings ofmissionary work.
2. Periods of the Protestant movement in Costa Rica.
B. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica: history and facts.
1. The Panama Mission (1917-1920).
2. Armual Mission Conference (1921-1960).
3. Aimual Provisional Conference (1961-1967).
4. Annual Conference of Costa Rica (1968- 1 972).
5. The Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica (1973-1994)
III. Sociological aspects of the small membership church.
A. Characteristics of small membership churches .
1 . Regarding its uniqueness and nature.
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2. Regarding its relationships.
3. Regarding its work dynamics.
B. Implications
1 . For lay people.
2. For the pastor.
3. For the denomination.
4. For the church itself.
C. Definitions of small membership churches.
1 . In other denominations.
2. In the Evangelical Methodist Church ofCosta Rica.
D. Types of small membership churches.
1. By size.
2. By setting and composition.
3. By sociological definitions.
E. Reasons for small membership churches to be small.
1 . External reasons.
2. Internal reasons.
IV. Main challenges facing small membership chvirches.
A. Lay leadership development.
1 . Role of the pastoral leadership.
2. Facilitating the process from vision to mission.
3. Ongoing training opportunities.
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4. Motivation.
5. Sharing experiences.
B. Evangelism.
1. Particular focus.
2. Reaching new people.
3. Sharing experiences.
C. Finances.
1. Recommendations.
2. Money.
3. Sharing experiences.
D. Discipleship.
1. Particular focus.
2. Identifying praxis pitfalls.
3. Tried and worked.
4. Sharing experiences.
E. Power structures.
1. Church characters.
2. Reviewing our organizational system.
3. Basics of conflict management.
4. Sharing experiences.
V. Possibilities and potential of the small membership within the EMCCR.
A. Cultural and sociological characteristics of the Costa Ricans.
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B. Pastoral ministry in small membership churches.
C. Potential and opportunities for ministry.
V. General Format and Teaching Procedures
The course will follow the EMS nonresidential work strategy in which the staff and
faculty schedule and plan the courses as a one-week mtense experience (Monday through
Friday). Thus, students come from their different churches for a one-week course, and
then go back to their ministry settings.
During the week the students will attend to eighteen class sessions, and four learning
experiences (one each evening session). A typical day will go from 7:30 A.M. to 9:00
P-.M. The schedule is as follows:
7:30-8:00 Devotional
8:00-9:30 Session one
9:30-10:00 Break
10:00-12:00 Session two
1:30-3:00 Session three
3:00-3:30 Break
3:30-5:00 Session four
5:00-7:00 Dmner break
12:00-1:30 Lunch break 7:00-9:00 Session five
As to the teaching procedures, the course will include a combination of lectures,
group discussion, and individual learning (readmgs). Three pastors from tumaroimd
small membership churches will share their stories on the first hour of the evening
sessions (one each evening). In the second hour of the evening session the students will
do individual reading and group discussion.
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VI. Course Requirements
Basically, the students will meet the following three requirements: (1) participation
in class and group discussion (10%), (2) daily reading and reporting (50%), and (3) a
reflection paper due in one month (40%). The reading material consists of four articles
covering key topics that the students will read individually and discuss in groups. They
will submit a report of the discussion the next morning.
The reflection paper will be a post course assignment. For this paper the studentwill
choose a particular topic related to ministry in small membership churches.
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